DOING GOODS
A note from treasure hunters

WHAT

We are Doing Goods, your home sweet home for all those imperfect and fun
homeware items. We are a veritable treasure trove of quirky curiosities and
tantalizing textiles. The Doing Goods spirit is young and adventurous; the heart
is full of love and laughs, our minds are free yet focused.

WHY
We love being inspired by curiosities we stumble upon half a world away and
using that inspiration to create our own fun-filled collection. We wish to bring
a little happiness and cheer to people’s lives near and far . As we grow this
simple mission remains at the heart of all we do.

HOW
We can travel only so far and be inspired only so much. There comes a point
when we must roll up our sleeves and get to work. Thankfully – while we
doodle, and design at our headquarters in the Netherlands – we can rely on a
great team of craftspeople in India. And thanks also to some hard graft and soft
hearts the future is bright and full of promise.
And finally learn more about …
Our loves, our mission
At Doing Goods we love being inspired by curiosities we stumble upon half a
world away and using that inspiration to create our own fun -filled collection.
We wish to bring a little happiness and cheer to the lives of those we work with
and the people that buy our creations. We believe we can achieve this by
embracing the free whilst still remaining focused and enjoying each minute,
without forgetting the long-term. This balance works well for us, keeps us
happy and light-hearted. It allows us to create soulful products that not o nly
find their way into people’s homes but also their hearts.
All this makes Doing Goods a treasure trove of quirky curiosities and
tantalizing textiles. A treasure chest filled to the brim with unique homeware
items that are wabi sabi: imperfect things that have their own unique stories.

Check hier al onze prachtige spullen van Doing Goods:
https://www.plukietsmoois.nl/webwinkel?_globalsearch=doing+goods

